
REDUCED-ORDER ELECTROCHEMICAL-THERMAL 
MODELS OF SPIRALLY WOUND CELLS
How mathematical methods help us to derive simplified models of jelly-roll and prismatic cells

Physics-based battery models are often one- (or pseudo-two-) dimensional. 
However, particularly for larger-sized cells, models describing electrochemical, 
thermal and mechanical behaviour at the scale of the entire cell are required 
[1]. Such cell-scale models can be used to predict potentially life-shortening 
thermal gradients, or damage such as delamination of electrodes [2], but may 
be computationally expensive [3].

The true battery geometry may be complicated, and higher-dimensional 
models often come with additional computational overhead. Through 
mathematical techniques such as asymptotic homogenisation, we can 
develop simplified models which avoid the computational complexity of the 
detailed cell geometry, but accurately account for it. Such model are suitable 
for use in application such as design and optimisation.

ABSTRACT

▪ Simplified models of cell-scale behaviour are 
useful for efficient simulation and design

▪ The radial “two potential” model is posed in 
the cylindrical domain, making it conceptually 
simpler and more computationally efficient 
than the “unwinding method”

▪ Next step is to couple realistic electrode-scale 
electrochemical models to the simplified cell-
scale models 

▪ The models will be available in a future release 
of the open-source battery modelling package 
PyBaMM
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In [1], simplified models for the electrical and thermal behaviour of a spirally wound cell are derived using the method of multiple-scales homogenisation.  
Here we highlight two models: one suitable for the thermal problem, and one suitable for the electrical problem.

DIRECT SIMULATION

Accurate and computationally efficient mathematical models of battery 
behaviour are critical for guiding improvements in battery design and for 
determining their state of health. Simulating the electrochemical-thermal 
behaviour of cylindrical, or “jelly roll”, cells can pose a particularly significant 
computational challenge. One approach is to directly solve the governing 
equations on the complicated spiral geometry, but this can be computationally 
expensive. A more common approach is to “unwind” the cell and solve an 
electrochemical problem along the length of the current collectors coupled to 
a 3D thermal problem on a cylindrical domain. While this approach reduces 
the computational burden, coupling the two problems together is no trivial 
task. Such computational difficulties motivate the need to develop simplified 
models of the behaviour of jelly roll cells.
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Left: the potential solved directly in COMSOL. 
Right: a comparison of the full and homogenised solutions at θ=0.

Anisotropic conductivity tensor
• Conductivities of the constituent materials are comparable 
• Spiral connectivity not important
• Local anisotropy matters, not global connectivity
• Suitable for the thermal problem

“Two potential” problem
• Ratio of current collector to active material conductivity extremely large
• Each current collector is at a distinct potential 
• Dominant path for current is around the current collectors
• Potential difference between current collectors drives a current 

(a) Contours of the potential obtained by direct solution on the jelly geometry in COMSOL; (b) comparison
of calculated homogenised potential with predictions at θ=0 from COMSOL; (c) errors from comparisons.

THE “UNWINDING METHOD”
A common alternative approach in the literature is to “unwind” the jelly roll 
and solve the electrochemical problem in the unwound planar domain and 
the thermal problem in the cylindrical domain [3].

Can we do better?

Solving the original equations directly on 
the jelly roll domain using standard 
techniques such as the Finite Element 
Method leads to an extremely large 
number of mesh points [3]. The resulting 
problem is extremely computationally 
expensive.

Is there an alternative?
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